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Abstract: Feline injection site sarcomas (FISS; also known as vaccine-associated sarcomas) have been recognized for >20 years. Although uncommon, these tumors are iatrogenic, and vaccination against rabies and feline leukemia virus is perhaps the most common inciting cause. The exact etiopathogenesis is unknown, but it is widely accepted that inflammation induced by vaccines or other injections likely plays a critical role in tumor development. Injection site sarcomas are extremely locally invasive. Multimodal therapy, incorporating combinations of surgery, radiation therapy, and sometimes chemotherapy or immunotherapy, is recommended. However, tumor recurrences are common even with aggressive treatment, and many cats with FISS ultimately succumb to this devastating disease. While vaccination protocols play an important role in the management and control of infectious disease, veterinarians must be diligent in following established vaccination guidelines to minimize individual patient risk of FISS development. Early tumor detection and client education are also vital in the successful treatment of FISS.
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Background, epidemiology, and pathogenesis
Feline injection site sarcomas (FISS) have been recognized since the early 1990s. Contemporaneously with the implementation of stricter vaccination recommendations and the development of adjuvanted killed rabies and feline leukemia virus (FeLV) vaccines, pathologists at the University of Pennsylvania began recognizing an increase in the incidence of vaccine reactions.1 More importantly, they also noted an increase in the development of sarcomas at vaccination sites.2,3 Over the past 2 decades, this problem has been recognized worldwide.4-6

Subsequent investigation into the etiopathogenesis of FISS has led to the hypothesis that these tumors are induced secondary to a chronic and robust inflammatory response to the vaccine or injection, with ultimate malignant transformation of surrounding fibroblasts and myofibroblasts.7 This theory is supported by the characteristic histological appearance of FISS, which includes the presence of increased numbers of inflammatory cells (predominantly lymphocytes), multinucleated giant cells, central areas of necrosis, and in some cases, a grayish-blue material within macrophages, consistent with aluminum-based vaccine adjuvant.1,3,7,9,10 While the exact cause and effect have not been entirely elucidated, it has been widely theorized that the individual cat’s inflammatory response mounted and the characteristics of the vaccine (or injection) play roles in the development of these tumors.2,7,8,11-13
A significant correlation between vaccination with rabies and/or FeLV vaccines and development of FISS has been documented.\textsuperscript{3,11,12} Additionally, it has been shown that the risk of FISS development increases with the number of vaccines administered per site. Specifically, when vaccines are administered in the interscapular area, the risk of FISS development is \( \sim 50\% \) greater than in cats not receiving vaccines; this risk increases to \( >127\% \) and to \( >175\% \) with administration of two and three to four vaccines, respectively.\textsuperscript{12} In 2003, results from a prospective multicenter case–control study examining risk factors associated with FISS development were published. No specific type or manufacturer of vaccine was implicated, and factors associated with vaccination practices including needle gauge, syringe type, use of multidose vaccine vials, and mixing of vaccines in one syringe did not appear to factor into risk. In fact, the temperature of the vaccine was the only potential risk factor identified, suggesting that vaccines should be warmed to room temperature prior to administration.\textsuperscript{14} Although the aluminum-based adjuvant in vaccines has often been blamed for a contributing role in FISS development,\textsuperscript{3,15} this particular study failed to prove that hypothesis.\textsuperscript{14} With that being said, more studies are needed to exactly determine the specific risk factors for FISS development.

Since the recognition of FISS, epidemiological studies have estimated an incidence of one in 1,000 to 0.63 in 10,000 cats vaccinated.\textsuperscript{12,16–18} Vaccines are most commonly linked to FISS, but other injections and implants including long-acting steroids and antibiotics,\textsuperscript{14,19} nonabsorbable suture material,\textsuperscript{20,21} and microchips\textsuperscript{22} have been implicated, leading to the name change from vaccine-associated sarcoma to injection site sarcoma. Latency periods between vaccine administration and tumor development range from 2 months to 10 years.\textsuperscript{23,24} FISS are mesenchymal in origin.\textsuperscript{7} They are extremely locally invasive, much more so than their less common, non-vaccine-associated sarcoma counterparts.\textsuperscript{11} The reported metastatic rate is 10\%–25\% with common metastatic sites including lungs and regional lymph nodes.\textsuperscript{17,25–28} Fibrosarcoma is most commonly diagnosed, but other reported histological types include malignant fibrous histiocytoma, rhabdomyosarcoma, myxosarcoma, liposarcoma, nerve sheath tumor, poorly differentiated sarcomas, and extraskelatal osteosarcoma and chondrosarcoma.\textsuperscript{7,25,29,30} In the author’s opinion, any sarcoma occurring in the vicinity of any potential site of vaccination or injection should be considered an FISS and treated aggressively. Depending upon the location of the injection, the angle of the needle during administration, and the subsequent tracking along fascial planes of the vaccine or injected material, sarcomas may occur at sites including (but not limited to) the interscapular area, over the scapulae or thorax, over the hips or pelvic limbs, and along the caudal dorsum and ventral abdomen.\textsuperscript{31}

**Diagnosis and staging**

When a cat is presented for a subcutaneous mass, it is important to consider the history. Points to note include the cat’s vaccination history, the location of the mass, when it was first noticed, any change in size, and the current size of the mass (measured with calipers; Figure 1). If FISS is even remotely possible, indications for biopsy are based on the 3-2-1 rule.\textsuperscript{13,32,33} Any mass that has persisted for >3 months, is >2 cm, and/or is growing over the course of 1 month since an injection was given at that site, an incisional biopsy is strongly recommended. Fine needle aspiration with cytology is the least invasive and least expensive form of incisional biopsy. Although it does not always yield a definitive diagnosis of FISS, cytology can be helpful in ruling in or out other differential diagnoses, such as abscesses. Alternative forms of incisional biopsy including needle core, punch, and wedge biopsies may be considered. Because FISS are heterogeneous masses, multiple samples from different areas should be collected to ensure definitive diagnosis, especially when using less invasive biopsy techniques (eg, needle core or punch biopsy). When performing an incisional biopsy, it is

![Figure 1 Tumor measurement with calipers.](https://www.dovepress.com/)

**Notes:** Because of the size of this mass (4.4 cm), an incisional biopsy was recommended. Photo courtesy of Dr Nicole Northrup.
imperative to control the risk of tumor seeding by minimizing bleeding and containing biopsy tracts within future radiation and/or surgical fields (Figure 2). Placement of surgical drains should also be avoided as they can become contaminated with and track neoplastic cells. If FISS is suspected, excisional biopsy for diagnostic purposes is strongly discouraged, as tumors recur quickly and frequently when marginally excised, making future attempts at treatment challenging.\textsuperscript{13,23,24,32,33} Once FISS has been confirmed, thoracic radiographs are recommended to look for evidence of pulmonary metastatic disease. Additionally, advanced imaging (most commonly computed tomography scan as in Figure 3, but occasionally magnetic resonance imaging) is encouraged for radiation and/or surgical planning.\textsuperscript{23,34} Complete blood count, serum biochemical profile, urinalysis, T4, and FeLV/FIV testing are often performed as part of the patient’s minimum database. However, often these tests are normal or indicative of comorbidities unrelated to the FISS.\textsuperscript{23} A link between FeLV or FIV infection and FISS development has not been made.\textsuperscript{23,35}

**Treatment**

Although wide or radical surgical excision (defined as 3–5 cm of grossly normal tissue in all directions around the tumor and one to two fascial planes deep to it) is the mainstay of treatment for eliminating macroscopic FISS, cures remain uncommon.\textsuperscript{24,25,36,37} Most tumors will recur locally, especially when treated with surgery alone, with reported median times to recurrence ranging from 2 months to \(>16\) months.\textsuperscript{25,37} Recurrences often occur at multiple sites along the surgical scar as seen in Figures 4 and 5. Cats with tumors located distally enough on their limbs or tails, where amputation or hemipelvectomy results in wide microscopic surgical margins, are potential candidates for successful treatment with surgery alone.\textsuperscript{25,38} However, in reality, these tumors must be located at or distal to the hock or distal third of the antebrachium or tail. Phelps et al\textsuperscript{36} reported a 14\% local recurrence rate in cats treated with radical excision, defined as 5 cm margins and two fascial planes deep. However, these results must be interpreted with caution as over one-third of the cats (35\%) were censored from analysis due to lost to follow-up prior to documentation of local recurrence.\textsuperscript{36}

When surgical excision is performed, the specimen margins should be inked or identified with suture. The entire specimen should be adequately fixed in formalin and submitted.
en bloc to a commercial veterinary pathology laboratory for histopathological examination.

In an attempt to prevent local tumor recurrence or at least prolong the disease-free interval (DFI), multimodal treatment including surgery and definitive radiation therapy is often recommended. Pre- and postoperative radiation protocols have been described with pros and cons to both.27,39–43 When delivered preoperatively, the entire tumor plus a wide margin (3–5 cm) of normal tissues around the tumor is treated with radiation, and surgical excision is performed 2–4 weeks following completion of the radiation protocol. Figure 6A and B shows 3D images of a cat’s preoperative radiation plan, demonstrating the large field of tissue that must be irradiated. With that being said, treatment fields are typically smaller with the preoperative radiation approach, exposing less of the normal surrounding tissues to radiation. Also, with preoperative radiation therapy, the normal blood supply to the tumor is preserved, ensuring that cells at the periphery are well-oxygenated and, therefore, more radiosensitive. A con to this approach is the increased risk of postoperative wound dehiscence as the irradiated skin is not normal and more prone to delayed or impaired healing. When delivered postoperatively, the entire surgical scar plus a wide margin (3–5 cm) of normal tissues around the scar is treated once the surgical site has healed. The advantage of postoperative radiation therapy is that surgery can occur as soon after diagnosis as possible and without the added risk of delayed wound healing of irradiated skin. However, radiation field sizes are generally much larger, and cancer cells are more hypoxic due to disruption of blood supply during surgery.24

In the author’s practice, preoperative radiation therapy is preferred, primarily due to the smaller field size.

With most definitive radiation protocols, radiation treatments are delivered Monday through Friday over the course of several weeks to a total treatment dose of 32–63 Gy.27,39–42,44 Side effects of radiation in cats are generally mild and primarily include dry desquamation of the skin; although as mentioned, delayed wound healing is possible. Computer-based radiation treatment plans and linear accelerators with on-board imaging capabilities are being utilized more frequently in the treatment of FISS to help minimize radiation damage to the surrounding normal structures such as the spinal cord, lungs, heart, and intra-abdominal organs. It must be noted that even with an aggressive multimodal treatment approach, local recurrence is still possible. Cronin et al27 reported a 79% local treatment failure in cats treated with definitive radiation therapy followed by surgery. Overall, however, median DFIs
are prolonged when compared with surgery alone and range from 398 days to >1,000 days.\textsuperscript{27,39–42,44} Even with the addition of radiation therapy, the surgeon’s ability to attain wide microscopic tumor-free margins is an important predictor in the likelihood of and time to recurrence.\textsuperscript{27,39–41}

Less is known about the role of chemotherapy in the treatment of FISS. In the author’s opinion, the relatively low metastatic rate argues against its use as a systemic therapy to prevent or slow the progression of distant spread. However, because FISS are extremely locally invasive with recurrences noted even in the face of aggressive radiation therapy and surgery protocols, some oncologists include chemotherapy in an attempt to further prolong the DFI. Carboplatin, doxorubicin, liposomal doxorubicin, cyclophosphamide, ifosfamide, and lomustine are among the chemotherapeutics reported in the treatment of FISS, with response rates ranging from 0% to >50%.\textsuperscript{41,44–48} Nonetheless, when used in a gross disease setting, few of the responses seen with chemotherapy are durable.\textsuperscript{45–48}

Local immunotherapy has also been used as an adjuvant to surgical excision. Jourdier et al\textsuperscript{49} investigated a genetically attenuated vaccinia virus vector expressing human interleukin-2 (NYVAC human IL-2) and a recombinant canarypox virus vector expressing feline interleukin-2 (ALVAC feline IL-2) in cats with fibrosarcoma. With this approach, the vector virus enters the cat’s cells in the vicinity of injection; these cells then produce IL-2, inciting a local antitumor immune response. Local delivery of IL-2 reduces the patient risk of systemic toxicity seen with systemic IL-2 administration. In the Jourdier study specifically, cats were assigned to one of three groups: control, NYVAC human IL-2, and ALVAC feline IL-2. All cats underwent surgical excision and placement of iridium-based brachytherapy beads. Cats in the immunotherapy treatment groups were subsequently injected with NYVAC human IL-2 or ALVAC feline IL-2 around the surgical scars. Immunotherapy treatments were well-tolerated with only self-limiting local inflammation noted, and 1-year local recurrence rates of 61%, 39%, and 28% were seen in control cats versus those treated with NYVAC human IL-2 or ALVAC feline IL-2, respectively.\textsuperscript{49} A later study was performed by Jas et al\textsuperscript{50} to further investigate the safety and efficacy of the ALVAC IL-2 immunotherapy. Again, all cats in this study had their tumors excised and were then treated with iridium-based brachytherapy. Cats were randomized to one of the following groups: control, low-dose ALVAC IL-2, or high-dose ALVAC IL-2. No differences in DFI were seen between low-dose and high-dose-treated groups. A significant reduction in DFI was seen in treated cats versus controls. Median DFI in treated cats was not reached (>730 days), whereas median DFI in control cats was 287 days ($P=0.046$). Treatments were well tolerated and no differences in degree of toxicity were noted between low- and high-dose groups.\textsuperscript{30} In 2014, the ALVAC feline IL-2 immunotherapy was released in Europe as an adjuvant treatment to surgery to reduce the risk of local tumor recurrence in cats with fibrosarcoma (Merial SAS, Lyon, France). ALVAC feline IL-2 was subsequently conditionally licensed by the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) in 2015 (Merial Inc., Duluth, GA, USA). Indications for treatment include cats with fibrosarcoma (2–5 cm diameter) with no evidence of nodal or distant metastasis. Additional investigation of the safety and efficacy of ALVAC IL-2 is ongoing.

Prognosis

Most prognostic factors that have been identified are associated with local tumor recurrence. In the author’s opinion, this is logical as local treatment failure leading to humane euthanasia appears to be the most common cause of death in cats with FISS. As the primary tumor gets larger and begins to stretch the overlying skin and invade underlying tissues, skin ulceration, pain, persistent bleeding, infection, and necrosis negatively affect the cat’s quality of life, as seen in Figure 5. One common predictor of local recurrence is completeness of the surgical excision (ie, clean margins). While this is especially true for cats treated with surgery alone,\textsuperscript{25,37} incomplete margins following multimodal treatment has also been associated with shorter DFI.\textsuperscript{37,39–41}

Number of prior surgeries has also been inversely associated with time to local recurrence; as the number of surgical attempts increases, the local DFI typically decreases.\textsuperscript{37,39} This finding is in line with the principle that the first attempt at tumor removal is the most successful. Prior to the first excision, the surrounding anatomy is still relatively normal, and with each subsequent tumor recurrence and removal attempt, the amount of tissue for closure becomes less, making excision with clean margins impossible.\textsuperscript{51} Also in line with this finding are results from the study of Hershey et al,\textsuperscript{25} which determined that median time to first recurrence (TFR) was significantly longer for cats with tumors excised at a referral institution when compared with those excised at a general practice (median TFR was 274 days versus 66 days, respectively). This study,\textsuperscript{25} like the study of Phelps et al,\textsuperscript{36} concluded that a radical first excision is essential to achieve longer times to recurrence.

One study concluded that histological type was significantly associated with overall survival. Cats with fibrosarcoma
Histological grade, determined by mitotic index, percentage of necrosis, and degree of pleomorphism, has been associated with the likelihood of distant metastasis in dogs with soft tissue sarcomas, and a similar trend has been noted in cats. Cats with higher grade FISS appear more likely to develop metastasis, and one study further demonstrated that cats with metastasis had shorter overall survival times. Admittedly, FISS tend to be more mitotically active, have an increased percentage of necrosis, and a greater degree of pleomorphism, suggesting that the application of the canine soft tissue sarcoma grading scheme to FISS may result in a higher reporting of high-grade tumors. In the author’s opinion, further investigation is warranted to completely elucidate the role of histological grade in FISS management.

**Prevention and vaccination guidelines**

In 1996, the Vaccine-Associated Feline Sarcoma Task Force (VAFST) was formed with missions to propose changes in vaccination protocols to reduce the risk of FISS and to promote FISS research. In 1998, the American Association of Feline Practitioners (AAFP) developed a Feline Vaccination Advisory Panel to develop recommendations for appropriate vaccination protocols based on individual risk assessment. These groups, and others including the European Advisory Board on Cat Diseases (ABCD) and the World Small Animal Veterinary Association (WSAVA), recognize the value and importance of vaccines in the prevention of feline infectious diseases and have formulated recommendations to minimize risk of FISS development in cats. Their recommendations are also geared toward early detection and improved treatment success of FISS.

One distinction that has been made is the difference between core and noncore vaccines. Core vaccines are recommended for all cats and include feline panleukopenia (FPV), feline herpesvirus-1 (FHV-1), feline calicivirus (FCV), and rabies, in endemic areas or where required by law. Non-core vaccines, including FeLV, FIV, *Chlamydia felis*, *Bordetella bronchiseptica*, feline infectious peritonitis (FIP), and dermatophyte vaccines, should be given based on individual risk/benefit assessment. Risk variables to consider when formulating an individual cat’s vaccination protocol include age, lifestyle, and environment, and cats should only be vaccinated as often as necessary to maintain protection against infectious agents to which they have a realistic risk of exposure. Following these recommendations avoids unnecessary vaccination of cats.

Administration of vaccines subcutaneously (versus intramuscularly) and at recommended vaccination sites has also been suggested. Subcutaneous administration allows for earlier, easier detection of any lumps that may develop postvaccination. Recommended vaccination sites include below the right elbow for FPV, FHV-1, and FCV vaccines, below the right stifle for rabies vaccines, and below the left stifle for FeLV vaccines. Alternatively, vaccination in the tail has been demonstrated as well-tolerated and efficacious. While adherence to these recommendations does not reduce the likelihood of FISS development, cats with tumors located distally on their limbs or tails may be excellent candidates for amputation and, therefore, complete surgical excision. Vaccination between the scapulae and even more proximally on the limbs is emphatically discouraged as complete surgical excision of FISS in these locations is nearly impossible.

Because an association between chronic inflammation and FISS development has been suggested, the type of vaccine should also be considered. Admittedly, the role of adjuvants in the etiology of FISS remains unclear. However, because adjuvants are used to boost the immune reaction, some experts suggest avoidance of adjuvanted vaccines in cats.

Finally, although FISS is a rare complication of vaccination in cats, it is important to inform owners of this risk so that they can closely monitor their cats following vaccine administration. Early detection is a key factor in treatment success. Accurate maintenance of individual patient’s medical records is also recommended. Information documented should include: 1) vaccine(s) recommended; 2) date of administration; 3) name of the person administering the vaccine; 4) vaccine name, lot or serial number, expiration date, and manufacturer; 5) site and route of administration; 6) concurrent medications and/or therapy; and 7) recommendations for future vaccinations. Currently, some vaccine manufacturers are willing to provide funds to offset the cost of treatment in cats with FISS. Excellent record keeping and documentation on the part of the veterinarian are undoubtedly useful in obtaining these funds.
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